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Tonight’s Topics

Apple in the News

Watson vs. Humans on Jeopardy!

How to draw (almost) anything in iWork

Guest networks

Cathode



Apple in the 
News



iPhone 4 on Verizon

Pre-orders sold out in less than a day 
(500,000 phones)

Biggest single-day sales in Verizon 
history

Customers already receiving their 
phones



Some interesting info...

Vz iPhone has a dual-band radio (GSM/
CDMA) - meaning it could work on either 
network in the US & world

Form factor slightly modified with new antenna 
design



Order Desk is Open

Apple opened online ordering today, 
for free shipping or in-store pickup 
today, or for walk-in buyers based on 
availability

Same for Verizon, but with in-store 
pickup tomorrow



Verizon’s Message

It’s the network

It’s the network

It’s the network



AT&T Response
Running ads (including SuperBowl) touting 
SV+D over 3G, not available on Verizon

Touting their faster network, which has been 
borne out in reviews

Talk of matching “mobile hotspot” feature...

...and new “Unlimited mobile to ANY Mobile” 
for all wireless customers, starting tomorrow





T-Mobile’s Response
Free phones for everyone!



Apple’s line



Upshot
More carriers = more competition; better 
for all users

End of exclusivity has brought much 
higher sales volumes for iPhone in every 
market Apple sells in

Bad news for Android, Nokia, Motorola, 
Samsung, HTC, RIM, LG, blah blah blah









65% of Apple’s Revenue is from iOS Devices, 
which did not exist on this date in 2007



Other Apple news

Possible WWDC dates?

10,000,000,000 apps sold in 30 
months

apple.com refresh



Demo



Jeopardy!



How to draw (almost) 
anything in iWork



metal glass plastic paper



Demo



Guest Networks



Problem

Friends or houseguests visiting

They want access to Wi-Fi (phone, 
laptop, iPad, etc.)

You don’t want to give them your Wi-Fi 
password



Solution
Enable “guest network” on most modern 
Wi-Fi routers

Creates a separate LAN address space & 
secondary radio channel for a second Wi-
Fi network

Guest network prevents access to LAN 
devices while allowing full Internet access









Internet

Cable Modem
Time Capsule

To Wired
Devices

Gigabit Switch

To Wi-Fi 
LAN Devices

To Guest 
Devices



Guest Networks

Available on current-generation Apple 
AirPort Extreme, Time Capsule

Most N-band NetGear, LinkSys, Cisco 
Wi-Fi routers



Cathode



Demo



AAPL is up 36x in the 2nd Jobsian Epoch
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